PERSONAL NARRATIVES:
Excerpts from the event 90-minute documentary video

THE TRAINING SEMINAR OF STUDIES ON STRENGTHENING MECHANISMS FOR
PREVENTION OF POTENTIAL CONFLICT AND ITS IMPACT IN PEACE AND
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DURING THE PERIOD POST - CONFLICT.

BARAKA — November 8, 2014.

The activities of the training seminar started at 8:30 in the great hall of the COOPAC / FIZI.

Language used: Swahili

1° Landscape photograph outside the room where was held the training seminar.

2° opening seminar activities by the Deputy Secretary General of the sector leader and who wished be welcome to all in the area of MUTAMBALA / BARAKA /FIZI.

In addition, he added the very important role of this training seminar in the consolidation of peace and sustainable community development during the post-conflict period the contribution of each actor is strongly desired. He insisted on listening to and implementation of the recommendations will be taken because according to him the development of their entity will depend on everyone’s effort. And organizers multiply consolidation sessions of peace and sustainable development.

3°. The moderator Professeur MUNGA ANZURUNI Past the presentation of some guests and give the floor to Mr. LUBANGU LUMENGE Jacques trainer and consultant.

In his presentation Mr. LUBANGU LUMENGE Jacques was first reviewed the various seminars already organized since Territory UVIRA 96 km from the town of Baraka into the Territory of Fizi and currently has 5 seminars. He even detailed the place: the Catholic Cathedral Parish with all community Aoûts months of 2013, with Mulongwe ALBINO communities in October 2013 and in the Fizi Territory in Mboko and Makobola now Baraka aware 2014 in the context of studying how to strengthen the conflict prevention mechanisms in a sustainable way within our communities. Examples of Perception, Mischief, stereotypes, discrimination, HIV / AIDS, Rumors, listening between transmitter and receiver were developed as Potential causes of conflict and should be avoided and managed to allow good social cohesion between communities.

4°. The First Responder: General Directorate of Migration: CPTA. SERAPHIN.M.SHABANI
Monsieur Jacques is it that these are potential causes that were at the base of Massacres?

Jacques:
To this question the answer was No. The killings are the negative impacts of the war because when the war broke out, it does not choose you to be the father, mother, children, the sponsor where the general partner of this war everyone is a victim. The reason that we must avoid. This "DIALOGUE Face to Face" campaign is set up to show the community that the war is not only holding weapons only but we are seeing some conflicts that are in the fabric causing potential conflicts which if poorly managed can cause violent conflicts even going to provoke massacres. Hence, the reason for strengthening mechanisms for the prevention of such conflict before time.

5°. The second speaker: Doctor

It emphasized the causes of conflict with other human damage caused by referring to the theme of the seminar:

Jacques:
To this question, the instructor demonstrated the evolution of some analysts on the statistical state of violent and non-violent conflict in our hemisphere south, facing the periods of peace.

6°. The Third Speaker: Teacher. MWAJUMA-MASOKA

- This to raise the case of reconciliation for the peaceful coexistence of two neighbors who do not agree with because of conflicts.
- To express his joy about the seminar, the teacher showed his deep interest in participating to see this methodology be applied in hospitals in the community outreach framework as is done in community awareness whenever there has a contagious disease like cholera where outreach teams go in different streets, neighborhoods to show people the prevention, same sorts within the Ministry of Education, which must incorporate this in the curriculum civic and human education. For its part, she will begin to teach the subject to his students in his class. A proposal that has interested the whole room and applauded by all participants.

Jacques:
The purpose of the Face to Face Dialogue is to bring all people to come to terms for a peaceful cohabitation because man needs the other to live together. The dialogue should be preferred to the well-being Community.

Doctor:
Apply this methodology in hospitals is a very important and valuable thing for the interest of the nation in general.
7° Fourth Speaker: Representative LOCAL NGOs: NYOTA - KIZA

It has to reply to the question put by a lawyer who was concerned to see why invite a few people in a city occupied by thousands. According to the Representative, we can not invite everyone, we who have been chosen, we must now do everything to educate others and see the project to flourish throughout the whole of the Republic. (As many as possible should have the actual experience. New Relationships must be sustained.)

Jacques:
He made his argument from a single candle that lit the others and see the light lit in the whole space was black. To say "well determine that a small group to contribute to the consolidation of peace and sustainable development in communities can change the world"

8th Eighth Speaker: Representative of Nyindu community: MAPENZI- FRANCINE.

She raised the issue of the rumors referred to it between two women over the fate of the husband of one of them.

Doctor:
Rumor question rests in its management. As a strategy, whenever such question arises, seek to put together the two parties to analyze the causes and find the source and information channel. This argument was supported by other participants.

9° LAWYER: Me. ALONDA LUSUNGU MANOAH

This replicated the issue of conflicts between herders and farmers and gave answers related to the texts of the laws establishing limit entities, unfortunately not strictly enforced by the state.

10° the Meal.
11° Exchange in Face to Face.
12° Explanatory groups and Recommendations.
13° Prayer by Pastor representing the Banyamulenge community: NZEYIMANA. R.
BONAVENTURE
14° Photo of the Participants.
15° Recovery of transport costs by the Participants.

The end of the activities of 15:00 to training seminar.

ASSOCIATION OF SURVIVORS OF MAKOBOLA MASSACRES (ARMMK).
E-MAIL: armmk2@yahoo.fr
BANGWE-MAKOBOLA / FIZI / SOUTH-KIVU / DRC